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Catfish are among the largest and hardest fighting game fish found in North America. Master
angler Keith "Catfish" Sutton shares his in-depth knowledge and reveals both time-tested and
advanced catfishing techniques to make Catfishing: Beyond the Basics the ultimate handbook
for catching these remarkable fish.Learn catfishing techniques for channel cats, blues,
flatheads, and bullheads using innovative and alternative tactics. Find out about advanced baits
and the use of a wide range of equipment and tackle. Catfishing: Beyond the Basics is your step-
by-step guide to the lore, techniques, and secrets of catching catfish.Skyhorse Publishing is
proud to publish a broad range of books for fishermen. Our books for anglers include titles that
focus on fly fishing, bait fishing, fly-casting, spin casting, deep sea fishing, and surf fishing. Our
books offer both practical advice on tackle, techniques, knots, and more, as well as lyrical prose
on fishing for bass, trout, salmon, crappie, baitfish, catfish, and more. While not every title we
publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to
publishing books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked by other publishers and to authors
whose work might not otherwise find a home.
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catfish is a plenty good enough fish for anybody . . .”Mark Twain wrote that in 1883 when catfish
were at the peak of their popularity. In fact, prior to the 1960s largemouth-bass fishing boom,
Americans always looked upon catfish as highly desirable sport and food fish.That changed
when bass tournaments became the rage, and anglers began focusing more attention on trout,
walleyes, and other fish. Catfish anglers became nonentities. Most tackle manufacturers ignored
them. The outdoor media snubbed them. Some even tried to shame them.All the while, however,
Americans continued catfishing. Throughout the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s, catfish maintained
their position as the country’s third most popular fish. Only black bass and panfish were more in



demand. Such is still the case today.In recent years, anglers, manufacturers, and media realized
they no longer could ignore these whiskered pole-benders, many positive attributes. Catfish are
widespread, abundant, grow large (130 pounds and heavier), eagerly take a variety of baits,
fight hard, and are delicious. What’s not to like?Number and Distribution of Catfish
AnglersAccording to the US Fish and Wildlife Service’s 2006 National Survey of Fishing,
Hunting, and Wildlife-Associated Recreation, approximately 6.95 million US anglers age sixteen
and older fish for catfish, 27.3 percent of our 25.4 million adult freshwater anglers.More than half
of all US catfish anglers (3.99 million) reside in just ten states: Texas (1.035 million), Missouri
(448,000), Georgia (395,000), Florida (389,000), Illinois (335,000), Tennessee (298,000), North
Carolina (294,000), Ohio (288,000), Oklahoma (264,000), and Alabama (245,000). But catfish
also are popular in states with fewer anglers. In Nebraska, for example, no other fish are more
sought with 69,000 catfish anglers statewide. Catfish rank second in popularity behind black
bass or panfish in Arkansas (235,000 anglers), Mississippi (218,000), Kansas (216,000), Iowa
(214,000), and Louisiana (207,000).Most catfish anglers reside in the South or Midwest where
catfish are most plentiful. The fewest live in the Northeast and West, which are regions at the
periphery of catfish range with fewer fish available. Ten states report few to no catfish anglers:
Alaska, Connecticut, Hawaii, Maine, Montana, New Hampshire, North Dakota, Rhode Island,
Vermont, and Wyoming. Catfish also rank low in popularity in Colorado, Delaware, Idaho,
Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, New Jersey, New York, Nevada, Oregon,
Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Utah, Washington, and Wisconsin.DemographicsFew angler
surveys have been conducted to ascertain the demographics of catfish anglers. One was
conducted in 2010 in Texas, a state where catfish exceed even black bass in popularity. No other
state has as many catfish anglers (1,035,000) or a larger percentage of anglers who target
catfish (56 percent).About 51 percent of survey respondents preferred fishing for channel
catfish, 35 percent preferred blues, and 12 percent preferred flatheads. Only 2 percent had no
preference or preferred bullheads.On average, respondents had been catfish anglers twenty-
nine years and spent twenty days annually catfishing. Approximately 65 percent of trips were
spent fishing from a boat and 35 percent from shore. One-third of trips included night fishing.
Eighty-one percent used a rod and reel most often, 9 percent used trotlines, 7 percent jug lines,
and 3 percent limb lines.A 2001 Missouri survey provided demographics for the nation’s number-
two catfishing state (448,000 catfish anglers). Show-Me State catfish anglers are primarily male
(79 percent), between ages thirty-six and fifty-five (52 percent), and live mostly (73 percent) in
rural communities or small towns (73 percent). Seventy-five percent favored channel catfish, 14
percent flatheads, 9 percent blue catfish, and 2 percent bullheads. More than 80 percent
preferred fishing with rod and reel. When asked to choose which scenario (i.e., one twenty-
pound catfish, two 10-pound catfish, four 5-pound catfish, or ten 2-pound catfish) best
described the number and size of catfish they preferred to catch and keep, most preferred four 5-
pound catfish or ten 2-pound catfish. However, age influenced responses. Catfish anglers
younger than thirty-five years old preferred catching fewer but larger catfish. Anglers older than



fifty-five preferred catching more but smaller catfish.A 2001 survey of catfish anglers throughout
the Mississippi River basin found fishing for fun was the most important reason respondents
fished, but catching bigger fish enhanced their trip. More than 70 percent took at least one trip
annually to pursue trophy catfish. Trophy anglers preferred blue and flathead catfish, whereas
non-trophy anglers preferred channel catfish.Despite many similarities between catfish anglers
and other anglers, a 1999 Mississippi survey found fundamental differences. Catfish anglers, as
compared with those fishing for largemouth bass, crappie, and sunfish, placed more importance
on harvest levels and catching large fish while showing the least support for harvest restrictions.
This survey also discovered catfish anglers had more diversity in age, gender, and ethnic
backgrounds than other anglers.Catfishing TodayCatfishing is extremely varied. Participants fish
night and day, year-round, for big fish and small, from boats and shore, using natural and
artificial baits on everything from ultralight combos to heavy-action bait-casting rigs, plus
trotlines, jugs, and limblines. Nevertheless, today’s catfish anglers fall within two basic
categories: those targeting smaller catfish (usually channel cats) to eat or those targeting big
catfish (blues and flatheads) primarily for sport.“Folks who want to catch a few cats and take
them home to a hot skillet are still the mainstay in catfishing,” said Jeff Williams, owner of Team
Catfish Tackle in Grove, Oklahoma. “They greatly outnumber trophy anglers, but availability of
high-quality educational information through the Internet and other media has created a new
breed of trophy-catfish angler. Info on catching big cats was guarded by old timers in the past
but now streams across televisions and computer monitors like water through a faucet. The
desire to tangle with a true giant, a catfish over fifty pounds, is what this new breed is laser-
focused on.”T.J. Stallings, director of marketing for TTI Blakemore Fishing Group in Wetumpka,
Alabama, concurs. “Unlike bass fishing, catfishing doesn’t need that ‘perfect cast,’ so novices
can jump into the sport with relative ease,” he said. “The biggest attraction, however, is the battle.
Nothing in freshwater fights like a large blue or flathead. Once an angler lands a big cat, he can’t
wait to do it again.”So how do you fit into this picture? I pose the question, but the answer really
doesn’t matter. No matter what type of catfish you hope to catch—channel cats, blues,
flatheads, or bullheads, big cats or small, cats to keep and eat, or trophy catfish you battle and
release. In the pages that follow, you’ll learn top-notch cat-catching techniques developed by
America’s most innovative catfish guides and anglers. You’ll read scientific information about
catfish behavior and how it affects your fishing. You’ll discover baits, rigs, and tactics used by the
catfishermen of yesteryear that are still highly effective today. You’ll master regional catfishing
tactics that, until now, haven’t been widely known. And through it all, if I’ve done my job well,
you’ll enjoy a chuckle now and then, an occasional surprise, and a good read all the way
through.I hope Hardcore Catfishing lives up to your expectations. It’s been fun to write. Good
fishing.Keith “Catfish” SuttonAbout the AuthorKeith Sutton didn’t earn the nickname “Catfish” for
nothing. This is his fifth book about catfishing. His passion for the sport has taken him to blue-
ribbon catfishing waters throughout the United States and in Mexico, Canada, Venezuela, and
Brazil. His special insights about catching these whiskered warriors were garnered through fifty



years of on-the-water research and countless hours of discussions with biologists, researchers,
and expert anglers.Sutton is a prolific freelance writer, photographer, editor, and lecturer with
more than 3,500 feature articles published in Outdoor Life, Field & Stream, Sports Afield,
Cabela’s Outfitter Journal, North American Fisherman, In-Fisherman, and many other state,
regional, and national periodicals. His works as an award-winning photographer have been
featured in a broad spectrum of books, magazines, newspapers, and calendars. In 2011, he was
inducted into the National Freshwater Fishing Hall of Fame as a Legendary
Communicator.Sutton lives in Alexander, Arkansas, with his wife Theresa. They have six sons.
Visit his Web site at .Section IZeroing in on Channel CatsFacts About Channel CatfishThe
channel cat is the pin up of the catfish world—sleek, muscular, and one of the best reasons to
be a kid with school out and a good fishing hole nearby.If you like catfishing, chances are good
you love the channel catfish (Ictalurus punctatus). This freckle-flanked, mid-sized cat is targeted
by more anglers than any other species thanks largely to its abundance and extensive range.
Most anglers who pursue the species do so because channel cats are incredibly delicious, and
they want some fish to take home and eat. But everyone who targets this whiskered warrior also
enjoys its truculent nature, savoring to the utmost the water-churning skirmishes that always
ensue when a channel cat is on the line.DescriptionChannel cats aren’t colorful fish. The back
and sides are silvery-gray to coppery-brown, speckled with a few too many small black spots.
The belly is white. The tail has a deep fork. Breeding males take on a deep blue-black hue, and
their head becomes greatly enlarged with thickened jowls and lips.Channel catfish as big as this
pair from Manitoba’s Red River are uncommon except in a few extraordinary waters.Channel
catfishBlue cats are very similar in appearance but rarely exhibit the black speckling seen on all
but the oldest channel cats. The best way to distinguish the two species is to examine the anal
fin. On channel cats, this fin has twenty-four to twenty-nine rays and a rounded outer edge. Blue
cats have a straight-edged anal fin with thirty or more rays.SizeIn July 1964, an angler fishing in
South Carolina’s Lake Moultrie caught a forty-seven-inch-long channel cat that weighed fifty-
eight pounds. That world record still stands, and many experts believe it will never be broken.
Only four states—South Carolina, Arkansas, Mississippi, and California—have produced
channel cats exceeding fifty pounds, and in no place are channel cats that size regularly
caught.In waters with healthy channel cat populations, one- to five-pounders tend to be
abundant and six- to ten-pounders only slightly less common. To catch a channel cat that
exceeds fifteen pounds, however, is quite extraordinary except in a few very productive waters.
In the Red River below Lockport Dam near Selkirk, Manitoba, for example, twenty- to twenty-five-
pound channel cats comprise a large percentage of the catch. Elsewhere, you can consider
yourself quite lucky if you land a twenty-pounder. Thirty-pounders are as rare as twelve-pound
largemouths.Food HabitsUntil they reach about twelve inches long, channel cats feed
extensively on large aquatic insects, small fish, and a variety of invertebrates, such as terrestrial
insects, crayfish, and mussels. Fish such as minnows, chubs, and other catfish comprise a
larger part of the diet when channel cats exceed a foot in length, but as they grow, the catfish



continue chowing down on invertebrates and other available foods. The bigger a channel cat
becomes, however, the more fish it is apt to eat. By the time it reaches several pounds in weight,
a channel cat subsists almost entirely on other fish.Small black spots on the sides identify the
channel catfish regardless of where it is caught. Some older specimen may lack these spots,
however.RangeThe original range of channel catfish stretched between the Rocky and
Appalachian mountains, from the Hudson Bay drainage to the Gulf of Mexico, and north and
east of the Appalachian Mountains. Transplants to new waters have expanded the species’
range to include every state but Alaska, plus six of the ten Canadian provinces and many lakes
and rivers in Mexico as well. Channel cats are considered important sport species in at least
thirty-two US states.HabitatChannel cats are amazingly adaptable, inhabiting nearly any body of
water that’s not too cold, too polluted, or too salty. Anglers catch them in everything from clear
creeks, fertile farm ponds, and turbid sloughs to huge man-made reservoirs, natural lakes, and
slow-moving bottomland rivers. Channel catfish thrive best in clean, warm, well-oxygenated
water with slow to moderate current and abundant cover, such as logs, boulders, cavities, and
debris.Basic Fishing TacticsA small spinning or spincast outfit spooled with six- to fifteen-pound-
test monofilament line is ideal for catching channel cats you’d like to keep and eat. Upgrade to
heavier tackle only if you’re targeting trophy fish specifically. The other tackle you’ll need can be
carried in a small tackle box: a few hooks, sinkers, and bobbers, some extra line, a stringer, and
some pliers for removing hooks from the catfish’s tough mouth.Any catfishing rig can be used,
but the simplest usually work best. One such rig, the slip-sinker, is easily made by placing a
small egg sinker on your main line above a barrel swivel tied at the line’s end. Add an eighteen-
inch leader to the swivel’s other eye, and tie a hook (1/0 to 3/0 bait-holder, octopus or Kahle) to
the end of that.Another easy rig that works well is just a bobber above a medium-sized hook with
a split shot pinched on the line between the two to sink the bait.Channel cats have a rounded
anal fin with twenty-four to twenty-nine rays.The list of good baits you can use is extensive.
Some of the best include fresh chicken liver, night crawlers, minnows, crayfish, stinkbaits
(commercial and homemade), catalpa worms, shrimp, hot dogs, and frogs.Despite popular
misconceptions, channel cats feed actively year-round, even in the coldest part of
winter.Despite what many anglers think, fishing for channel cats is not just a summer sport. You
can fish year-round and expect to do well even during the coldest part of winter. Night fishing
often produces more cats because they tend to be in the shallows more at night, and shallow
shoreline waters are where most anglers fish. Channel cats feed actively during all hours,
however, and are easily caught even during daylight hours if you fish prime hotspots, such as
outside river bends, dam tailwaters, river wing dikes, and holes, tributary mouths, bottom
channels, riprap, log piles, stump fields, and deep holes in ponds.Although rod-and-reel fishing
is most popular, all species of catfish are also targeted by anglers using other types of tackle,
including trotlines, jugs, limb-lines, and yo-yos.Crashin’ & Thrashin’Getting cats out of trees can
be a tough job unless you know the proper technique.The best way to learn new catfishing tricks
is to pick the brains of your catfishing friends. Every hardcore cat man has special tricks and



tactics no one else seems to know. One catter whose brain I’ve picked is Denny Halgren, a
Dixon, Illinois, angler who uses unconventional tactics to get cats out of trees—channel cats,
that is.If you came upon Halgren on Illinois’ Rock River, where he’s guided catfishermen for
more than forty years, you might wonder if he were in trouble. Chances are his boat would be
smack-dab on top of a big tree laid over in the water. He might be in the boat, but more likely,
he’d be standing on the tree with a rod and reel.Some who have come upon Halgren in this
situation believed he’d crashed his craft into the timber. In a way, they were right.You see,
Halgren has perfected an advanced catfishing tactic he calls crashin’ and thrashin’. In a nutshell,
it works like this. First, you “crash” your boat into big timber to reach those hard-to-get-at catfish
hotspots other anglers wouldn’t dare fish from. Next, you drop a bait into the swirling water at just
the right spot. Then, if a catfish is there, you experience the thrashin’ part of the name. The fish
nabs the bait, you set the hook, and you try to hoss a thrashin’ log kitty from its hidey-hole.
Sometimes you win. Sometimes you lose. But when you learn Halgren’s technique, you’ll be
battling far more jumbo catfish than your still-fishing buddies.Dixon, Illinois, catfishing guide
Denny Halgren shows a nice channel cat taken using his unique crashin’ and thrashin’
technique.A Tree and a BoilThe key, Halgren says, is pinpointing the exact spot where a big cat
will be. Each spot has two primary components: a big tree and a big boil.“The ideal place,” he
says, “is where current has undercut a tree and toppled it into the water. At least part of the tree
must be in shallow water—two to three feet deep—and there must be at least moderate current
coming across the tree. With the right amount of current, the biggest most territorial catfish
centralize. In other words, the current causes them to hold in specific spots where they can
easily grab food carried within. Without proper current, the fish could be anywhere and are
difficult to pinpoint. When the current is right, you can find them every time.”When scouting a
river, look for a single fallen tree perpendicular to the bank with the root end close to shore in
shallow water. A big drift pile with numerous trees would seem better. But Halgren says a thick
tree that “looks like a fence post”—with few branches—may draw bigger fish.“In the best spots,
current washes beneath the tree’s trunk in shallow water and creates a channel,” he says. “As
water goes through that channel, it’s funneled through to the downstream side of the tree and
creates a big boil. Right in that boil is where you want to fish. You may catch smaller catfish in
other spots around the tree’s perimeter. But the biggest cat on that piece of cover will almost
always be in the biggest boil.”Catfishermen scouting a river for crashin’ and thrashin’ hot spots
should watch for a single fallen tree perpendicular to the bank with the root end close to shore in
shallow water.Crashin’The crashin’ part of this technique isn’t as dangerous as it sounds. Ideally,
after spotting a good tree/boil location, the boat operator slows the boat and slides it gently onto
the tree trunk or into the tree’s branches. Done properly, the boat will catch and hold. The
fisherman then can drop his bait into the boil.“You must be positioned so you can drop your bait
straight down into the largest boil on the downstream side of the trunk,” says Halgren. “What’s
surprising to most anglers is that riding your boat up on that tree rarely spooks the fish. Big cats
just don’t spook, so you can move right in on top of them.”The Right Bait and RigWhen fishing



woody cover, Halgren says, it’s important to use bait that triggers quick hits from feeding fish. His
favorite is a commercial cheese-flavored dip bait, JoJo’s Pole Snatcher made by Cat Tracker
Bait Company.“There’s no flour in this bait,” he says, “so the bait doesn’t slough off. If that
happens, the catfish will eat the bait, but he won’t get your hook. You can’t catch him that way.
The Cat Tracker bait stays on the worm where it’s needed.”The “worm” Halgren refers to is a Cat
Tracker Tubie 2000 or Cat Tracker Egg Worm. These special-made, soft-plastic baits are ribbed
so the dip bait clings when the worm is pushed into it. The Egg Worm comes prerigged with a
two-foot section of twenty-pound-test mono run through the worm and tied to a small treble hook
that fits snuggly against the tail end. The Tubie 2000 is made to be rigged by the angler.Halgren
uses single 2/0 or 3/0 Tru-Turn hooks on both rigs—catfish hooks with the Tubie 2000 and worm
hooks with the Egg Worm. The rig is tied to his main line—twenty-pound Stren mono—with a 1/4-
ounce split shot or bullet sinker on the line above the worm. When a bullet sinker is used, a split
shot is placed below it to peg it on the line.“If I’m dropping baits into a spot with a lot of branches,
I slide the weight down so it almost touches the top of the worm,” Halgren says. “If the boil is
behind the trunk and pretty free of obstruction, I slide the weight up above the worm about six
inches.” This type of rig is simple and ideal for fishing in these situations. In four to five miles per
hour current, the bait will stay on about forty-five minutes.Variations of Denny Halgren’s crashin’
and thrashin’ rig.“I drop the rig in the boil then leave it,” he says. “You can’t move the bait, even if
you think it’s hung. You’ll probably get a hit right away. If not, wait up to ten minutes. If you don’t
have a catfish by then, move and try another spot.”Thrashin’This tactic often produces channel
cats from four to twelve pounds, Halgren says. “Even though they’re hefty cats, you can set the
hook, keep a tight line, and get them out. Get them up, and let them thrash at the top of the
water. That way they won’t get wrapped up, and you can get them out.”Getting a cat out of a tree
is never easy, whether it has fur or fins. You may get scratched. You could fall. You have to be
brave—some say crazy—to try.But if, like Denny Halgren, you’re brave enough or crazy enough
to fish where other anglers won’t, big channel cats will be your prize. Crashin’ and thrashin’ is
proven to catch cats when other tactics fail.Fiddlers for the TableTargeting eating-sized catfish
differs considerably from trophy fishing.When I advise people wanting to catch trophy-class
catfish, I start by telling them they must be patient and persistent. Catching trophy cats doesn’t
happen every day, even for those thoroughly familiar with their habits. You may spend hundreds
of fishless hours trying to pinpoint a single trophy fish. Sometimes you must travel long distances
to reach the best waters, which are usually big rivers and reservoirs. You need high-quality
tackle (often expensive), and your chances are much better if you have a boat equipped with
sonar. The baits you use must be fresh and sometimes are hard to get.When you finally do hook
a trophy-class cat, that’s no guarantee you’ll land it. You’ll probably lose as many as you catch,
and the disappointments may seem overwhelming. If you do land one, it’s best that you release
it. After all, today’s releases are tomorrow’s trophies.Some enthusiasts listen intently then pack
up their tackle and head straight for a big river or lake. They love a fishing challenge, and giant
cats certainly provide that.Many folks have a different reaction, however. “I’m not interested in



catching a huge fish,” is their typical response. “I just want to have fun and maybe catch a few
fish to eat.”Catfish anglers usually have one goal in mind when they go fishing: catching a fish for
dinner.When you zero in on eating-sized cats, those ten pounds or fewer, the experience is
vastly different than trophy fishing. Patience and persistence are rarely required because eating-
sized cats are abundant in many waters, including ponds, small streams, and urban lakes. The
baits you need can be bought in a grocery or discount store, and expensive gear is hardly a
prerequisite. A cane pole or discount fishing combo works great.When the cats are active (they
usually are), you might catch a score or more during a few hours of leisurely bank fishing. And
because smaller cats are common, you need not feel guilty keeping some to eat. In fact, keeping
is encouraged. Populations do best when folks keep the little ones thinned out.Targeting smaller
catfish is also great when you’re fishing with kids. Eating-sized cats are not especially wary, so
your child will probably catch some even if he’s got ants in his pants. A five-pound cat is on the
small side in reality, but to a youngster, one that size is gigantic. Even little cats fight like blue
blazes, so it’s always fun. Take a kid catfishing, and you’ll make memories together that will last
forever.Where to GoBegin with a call to the freshwater fisheries department of your state wildlife
agency. Ask for the names of some waters in your area that receive regular stockings of eating-
sized cats. State and federal agencies stock millions of one- to two-pound catfish every year,
and most will gladly send you a stocking list that shows where the fish were released. Most also
list good catfishing waters on their Web sites. Either way, you’ll probably turn up several potential
honey holes, including perhaps some small lakes with good bank fishing areas, fishing piers, or
a little stream where you can sit in a lawn chair on shore and wait for a bite.Catching a stringer
full of hard-fighting, good-eating catfish will put a smile on any kid’s face.Tackle TipsA small
spinning or spincast outfit is ideal for this type of fishing. I keep mine spooled with six- to ten-
pound-test monofilament.The other tackle you’ll need can be carried in a small tackle box: a few
hooks, sinkers, and bobbers, some extra line, a stringer, and some pliers for removing hooks
from the catfish’s tough mouth.Any catfishing rig can be used, but the simplest usually work
best. A slip-sinker rig, my favorite, is easily made by placing a small egg sinker on your main line
above a barrel swivel tied at the line’s end. Add an eighteen-inch leader to the swivel’s other eye,
and tie a hook (1/0 to 3/0 baitholder, octopus or Kahle) to the end of that.Another easy rig that
works well is just a bobber above a small hook with a split shot pinched on the line between the
two to sink the bait.If you need to, you can get along quite well with just a box of hooks and some
bait. In catfishing circles, this is called fishing naked. The hook is tied on, baited, and cast out.
The bait then sinks enticingly in the water, attracting hungry cats without any extra terminal
tackle that might spook the occasional wary fish.Bait ChoicesUnlike heavyweight cats, which
rarely eat anything but fish, eating-sized whiskers aren’t the least bit finicky when it comes to
food. Buy some worms or minnows at the bait shop or pick up some fresh chicken liver, hot
dogs, bacon, cheese, or shrimp at the supermarket. Small pieces of the latter five work
extremely well on bullheads, channel cats, and small blues and flatheads.Small catfish aren’t
finicky eaters, so bait choices are legion. Night crawlers and other good baits can be purchased



at most bait shops.Commercial dip baits and doughbaits also work great and usually can be
found in the sporting goods department of discount stores. When using these, you might want to
pick up a few of the specialty items often used to fish these soft baits, including some catfish
“worms” (ribbed, soft-plastic lures used for fishing dip bait, or some spring-wound doughbait
treble hooks.)Exposed Hooks Work BetterYou probably won’t have trouble finding eating-sized
cats, but beginners often are frustrated when they can’t hook those that bite. It’s a common
complaint, but fortunately, there’s a simple though often overlooked solution.The secret is fishing
with an exposed hook. Many catters think hiding the point of the hook means more cats when
actually the opposite is true. Catfish don’t know or care what a hook is. If you continually bury
your hook in your bait, you’ll miss fish more than half the time.If you’re fishing minnows, don’t
push the hook’s barb back into the fish. Slip it once through the lips, back, or the narrow part of
the tail, and leave the point exposed. If you’re using worms or night crawlers, thread the hook
through two or three times, but don’t hide the point. Do likewise when fishing with bacon, hot
dogs, or other grocery baits.When fishing with chicken liver, here’s another rigging tip. Liver has
a tendency to fly off the hook, but you can overcome this problem by wrapping the liver in a small
square of nylon stocking, pulling the four corners together, then threading your hook through the
corners, leaving the point exposed. A treble hook attached to your line with a swivel also works.
Unsnap the swivel, remove the hook, push the eye of the hook through the liver so the liver is
impaled on the three barbs, then reattach the hook to the swivel.Night or Day?The biggest
catfish often prowl more at night, but eating-sized cats are active day or night, so go fishing
whenever you can. My favorite fishing period is around daybreak, five a.m. to eight a.m. There’s
nothing magical about this time, but on many waters, peak feeding activity occurs just as the sun
is rising. Fish then, and you’re almost guaranteed to increase your catch.SeasonsDespite what
many anglers think, catfishing is not just a summertime sport. In fact, you can fish year-round
and expect to do well.My favorite months for catching eating-sized cats are January and
February. Many ponds in my area are stocked with channel cats and bullheads, and when the
water, temperature is between forty and fifty-five degrees, these fish move to the deepest water,
where they gather in huge schools. I drop a rig baited with chicken liver into the hole, let it reach
the bottom, then crank the reel handle a few times so the bait is a foot or so above the substrate.
The cats usually strike quickly, and in a couple hours, it’s not unusual to catch fifteen to twenty
weighing one to seven pounds. It’s a great way to liven up a dreary winter day, and catfish never
taste better than when fresh-caught from icy cold water.Have FunTargeting trophy catfish is an
exciting challenge no doubt. But if you’re like me, there are times when you’re happy just sitting
under a shade tree on a lake and catching a few small cats for dinner. For many of us, catfishing
is a way to relax or enjoy a few hours fishing with the kids. If a big cat is caught now and then, so
much the better. But catching big fish is secondary to just being there, enjoying the outdoors,
and tussling with a decent fish now and then.Young, old, boys, girls—channel catfish are an
exciting catch for anglers of all ages and sexes.Zero in on some eating-sized cats this season.
Take your children or some kids from the neighborhood along. It’s fun. It’s relaxing. It’s enjoyable.



And as soon as you smell the aroma of those catfish fillets frying up golden and delicious, you’ll
be ready to do it again.Section II:How to get the BluesFacts About Blue CatfishOnce ignored by
all but a small cadre of hardcore cat men, in recent decades the blue cat has become the target
of choice for many anglers hoping to land the biggest fish of a lifetime.Size is the attribute most
responsible for the increasing popularity of the blue catfish (Ictalurus furcatus). The only North
American freshwater fishes that grow larger are the alligator gar, lake sturgeon, and white
sturgeon. However, these species have much more restricted ranges than blue cats and rarely
are abundant. Anglers hoping to catch a freshwater fish weighing fifty to one-hundred pounds or
more are fishing for America’s widespread, abundant blue cats in greater numbers than ever
before. As a result, dozens of new state and world records have been established in recent
decades.DescriptionThe blue catfish closely resembles its channel cat cousin. The slate-blue to
grayish-brown back and sides fade to a whitish belly. The tail is deeply forked. On blue cats,
however, the anal fin contains more rays—usually thirty to thirty-five as compared to the channel
cat’s twenty-four to twenty-nine—and has a straight, not rounded, outer margin. In muddy
environments, some blue cats appear albino, the pale skin evoking the common nickname
“white cat.” Other colloquial names include blue fulton, white fulton, blue channel, and
humpback cat. Many individuals also are distinctly humpbacked in appearance and have a head
much smaller in proportion to the body than a similarly-sized channel cat.In recent years, more
and more anglers have begun pursuing the blue catfish, one of North America’s most abundant,
widespread heavyweight sportfish.Blue catfishA straight-edge anal fin, shaped much like an old-
fashioned barber’s comb, helps identify this as a blue catfish.SizeHealthy populations of blue
cats usually contain numerous individuals up to twenty-eight inches or about ten pounds. Larger
older fish are less common, but in some prime waters, catching several twenty- to forty-pound
blues during a few hours of fishing is not considered unusual during peak fishing times. The
largest specimens, those weighing fifty pounds or more, are much scarcer and often difficult to
find and catch, but more and more anglers enjoy the challenge of targeting these big hard-hitting
trophies. Nothing can prepare an angler for their astonishing power. These Goliaths fry drags,
bust rods, and snap line like sewing thread. A really big one can pummel an angler till his arms
and legs tremble.This blue cat weighed 72 pounds. The species has the potential to grow more
than twice this size.In recent decades, blues exceeding one hundred pounds have been caught
from waters in several states, including Alabama, Arkansas, California, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas,
Kentucky, Louisiana, Missouri, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia.
Fishing in Virginia’s Kerr Reservoir on June 18, 2011, Nick Anderson of Greenville, North
Carolina, landed the current all-tackle world record, a massive 55-inch-long blue that weighed
143 pounds.Food HabitsBlue catfish are opportunistic feeders, consuming a variety of animals
that include fishes, insects, crayfish, and freshwater mussels. Larger individuals eat mostly fish
and larger invertebrates. They are particularly fond of shad, herring, and other schooling baitfish
and often are found associated with schools of these baitfish. Blue cats frequently suspend in
deep water beneath shad being eaten by striped bass, picking off the wounded and dead



baitfish left by the stripers. They also feed on wounded baitfish that pass through the turbines of
dams and baitfish killed by cold winter temperatures.Blues seem intermediate between the other
two species of big cats in feeding habits, not insisting on live baits as flatheads do but generally
ignoring many specialty offerings, such as stinkbaits and blood baits, often used to catch
channel cats. Blue cats feed year-round except during spawning activities. Feeding diminishes,
however, when the water temperature falls below forty degrees Fahrenheit.RangeBlue cats
occur in twenty-nine states from South Dakota to Texas and Washington to Florida. Their native
range encompasses major rivers in the Mississippi, Ohio, and Missouri basins. Blues have been
introduced in Washington, Oregon, California, Arizona, Colorado, Maryland, Virginia, South
Carolina, and Florida.Blue cats are scarce at the fringes of their range. In many rivers and
reservoirs in the South and Midwest, however, ten- to fifty-pounders are as common as two- to
five-pound largemouths, and blues to 100 pounds surface with astounding regularity.HabitatBlue
catfish were originally fish of our big rivers, spending their lives in deep, swift channels and
flowing pools. Today, large specimens frequently inhabit the fast-moving tailwaters below dams,
where they feed on abundant baitfish like shad and herring. Many also thrive in the open waters
of large man-made reservoirs. Although sometimes stocked in ponds and small lakes, blue cats
seldom thrive in these environments unless schools of shad or other baitfish are plentiful.Basic
Fishing TacticsWhen targeting blue cats, remember they are active year-round. Most catfish fans
fish during warm months, but many are learning the blue cat’s proclivity for gathering in large
winter feeding schools. Each school may contain several trophy-class fish holding near deep,
well-oxygenated bottom structures. A quality sonar unit is essential for finding them.
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Nancy Shane, “More detail than most catfishing books. Beyond the basics. This book covered a
lot of detailed data. It would be overload for someone who wants to learn just the basics. Very
interesting and more than a how to guide.”

john rmaey, “covers most aspects of catfishing. book was exactly as I expected and contained
lots of information”

Clohse, “Would recommend. Really good catfishing book. Could be a little more detailed and
have more substantial and more advanced information like seasonal movements and when,
where, and why the fish are where they are in a lake in different seasons but seems to stay fairly
basic. Would have loved to learn more about where to look at different times of the year. I would
recommend this book to a friend but found the infisherman books on catfishing a bit more
informative. Really great book overall and worth having.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. Great book”

Victor, “Four Stars. Very good movie”

The book by Keith Sutton has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 41 people have provided feedback.
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